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Recently I reported a citation analy-
sis of a group of psychology and behavior
journak listing the purnals they cited
most heavily, and the journals that cited
them most heavily.’ Usually we have
supplemented these journal analyses with
lists of highly cited articlea that contrb
uted to the journals’ citation records. The
first of two lists of highly cited articka
from psychology and behavior journals is
given here.

We have received many generous
comments from readem about the I& of
highly cited articles It’s gratifying that
what began as an exercise in documenta-
tion and fltitisti~ bibliography has
proven of such value and interest. Some
readers have asked that I explain how we
compile these lists of highly cited articlea.
I’m glad to do so.

Briefly, it’s done this way. The Sci-
ence Citation Index” (SCm now spans
the period from 1961 to the present.
We’ve processed some 45 million citations
or more. Site the number changes by
thousands every day, it’s pointless to try
to be more precise. The citations are proc-
essed, of course, to produce the volumes
of the XI, but we use this huge data bank
for many other purposea. One such pur-
pse is to compile ‘highly cited’ lists-of
journrds, authors, articles.

The millions of citations are scanned,
manipulate and then arranged in any
sequence that’s convenient or necesary
for a particular analysis. Then they are
listed in any desired order for high-sped
printer tabulations-by author, by article,
by journal, by year, by citation count, etc.
I hope that we will soon have various
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arrangements of the data accessible on-
line-both for our own use and for that of
studenta of the history and sociology of
science. In most ~ the mass of the
material requires us to limit the size of
tabulated print-outs.

In compiling lists of highly cited arti-
clq we have been limited for the time
being by initial programming specifica-
tions. As a ikat screer4 our selection has
required that an article have been cited at
least ten times in any oneyear.

This means it’s possible that we’ve
slighted articlea that have been cited con-
sistently eight or nine times each year. As
it turns out, there aren’t as many such
articles as one might suppose. Consider-
ing articles that have been cited only
thirty times over the 1961-1972 period
it’s extremely rare to find one that has not
been cited more than ten times in at least
two years.

In the two lists of psychology articles
we give articles that have been cited at
least 75 times during the period
1961–1973. It should be noted that a total
of seventy-five citations over that period is
no mean record. It’s well above average.
The average cited article is cited about 1.7
times a year.3 A thirteen-year citation
count for the ‘average’ axlicle would be
about twenty-two. Thus, an article cited
seventy-five times from 1961 through
1973 has been cited almost four times as
otkm as the ‘average’ article.

The list given here shows the total
number of times each article has been
cited during the period 1961 through
1973. The citation count for the year 1973
only is given in Parenth- after the total



citation count.Though some of thesie arti-
clea are very old in bibliographic terms,
their average citation count for 1973 is
about twenty. Only eleven, or about a
sixth of them, were cited less than tert
times in 1973. In the case of those eleven,
the average citation count for 1973 was
more than six.

As I’ve mentioned, this is the first of
two lists of highly cited articles from psy-
chology and behavior journals. The sec-
ond will appear shortly. With the gener-

ous assistance of Prof&sor Victor IA&2
of the University of Rochester Medical
Center, the complete list of highly cited
psychology and behavior articles was sep-
arated into two groupe: those derding with
physiologic psychology and animal be-
hrtvioq and those dealing with human
psychology and behavior. The articles in
& first‘&oup appear on the following
pages. Their titles are listed by year of
publication.

1. Though this is the Ilmt of these essays with
this main titlq it has k subtitled the eigh-
teenth to establish the aerics to which it be
long% and, in answer to many requests, to
allow me to fist the series. Previously pubfished
lists of highly cited articles are
a. (1) Garfield 1?. Were the 1972 papers moat
cited in 1972 the most significant? current
Conten&o(C~ No. 42, 17 October 1973, p. 5-6.
b. (2) ---- The 25 must cited 1971 papers reveal
s great deal about research in 1971. CC No. 44, 31
&tober 1973, p. 5-8.
c. (3) ---- Highly cited works in mathematics, 1,
“Pure” mathematics. CC No. 47, 21 November
1973, p. 5-9.
d. (4) ---- Highly cited works in mathematics. 2.
“Applied” mathematics. CC No. 4g, 28 Novem-
ber 1974, p. 5-9.
e. (5) ---- The 1970 pspers most frequently
cited from 1970 to 1973. CC No. 51. 19 December
1973, p. 5-8.
f. (6) ---- Selecting the aI1-time citation classiw,
here are the fifty moat cited papers for 1961-1972.
CC NO. 1,2 Jrmuary 1974, p. 5-9.
g. (7) ---- The “second fitly papers most cited
from 1961-1972. CC No. 6, 6 February 1974,
p. 5-9.
h. (8) ---- A list of 100 most cited ‘chemical
articles.’ CC NO, 10,6 March 1974, p. 5–12.
i. (9) --- Journal citation studies. 6. Some
highly cited articles from highly cited general medi-
CSI and clinical joumala. CC No. 27, 3 July 1974,

p. 5-12,
i. (10) ---- Journal citation studka. 9. Highly
cited pediatric journals and articles. CC No. 29, 17
July 1974, p. 5-9,
k. (11) --- Journal citation studies. 10. Geology
and geophysics. CC No. 30,24 July 1974, p. 5-9.
1. (12) ---- Journal citation studks. Il. JoumaJ of
GeopfrysicsJ Research. CC No. 33, 14 August
1974, p. 5-8,
m. (13) ---- Joumrd citation studies. 12. Astro-
physical JorrrnJIand its Supplements. CC No. 35,
28 August 1974, p. 5-7.
n. ( 14) ---- Journal citation studies. 13. Acts
Crystdogmphica. CC No. 37, i 1 September
1974, p, 5-10,
0. (15) ---- Journal citation studies. 15. Cancer
journals and cancer articles. CC No. 42, 16 Gcto-
lw 1974, p. 5-12.
P. (16) ---- Highly cited srticlea from plant physi-
ology journals. CC No. 3,20 January 1975, p. 5-10.
q. (17) ---- Highly cited Imtanical articles from
botanical and other joumala. CC No. 4,27 January
1975, p. 5.9.

2. Car!kld E. Journal citation studies. 19.
Psychology and behavior journals. CC No. 9,3
March 1975, p. 5-9.

3. Seienee fltation Index 1973 Guide and
-forrrnal List%.(Philadelphia: Institute for Sei-
cntitic Information, 1974) 108 p. — See

pge 2 I for a statiatied summary of each year’s
citation average.
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Highly Cited Micles on Phydobgic Psychology and Animal Behavior
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Times cited 1961-1973
I Times cited 1973 only

,$6,/0)

119 (16)

176 (38)

112 (13)

84 [10)

228 (15)

179 (14)

97 [19)

?91 (20)

79 [11]

147 (30)

219 (12}

380 (43)

213 (24)

245 (17J

79 (10)

128 (6)

79 (24)

590 (45)
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